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Linear modeling of simple spike firing irrespective of complex spike occurrence 



Complex spike-aligned analysis of simple spike encoding 





Relationship between complex spikes and behavior 
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Relationship between complex spikes and simple spike firing properties 

Properties of complex spike discharge and the encoding changes 



Complex spikes modulate simple spike representations of kinematics and errors 
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CS-coupled changes in Purkinje cell sensitivity to errors and kinematics 
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Complex spike modulation relative to behavior 

Relationship between CS-coupled changes in SS encoding and behavior 





Simple spike firing rates, variability and complex spike rhythmicity do not contribute to encoding changes 



Pseudo-random tracking, complex spikes and changes in simple spike encoding 



Changes in simple spike encoding are manifest as a change in sensitivity and not firing rate 



Bi-directional changes in SS encoding 



Do the complex spikes cause the change in simple spike encoding? 

Complex spike-coupled changes in simple spike encoding reflect the need to adjust to constantly changing 

conditions






































